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Abstract. Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE) is one of the techniques
used for software defect prediction (SDP), in which search-based optimization al-
gorithms are used to identify the optimal solution to construct a prediction model.
As we know, the ranking methods of SBSE are used to solve insufficient sample
problems, and the feature selection approaches of SBSE are employed to enhance
the prediction model’s performance with curse-of-dimensionality or class imbal-
ance problems. However, it is ignored that there may be a complex problem in the
process of building prediction models consisting of the above problems. To address
the complex problem, two multi-objective learning-to-rank methods are proposed,
which are used to search for the optimal linear classifier model and reduce redun-
dant and irrelevant features. To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods,
excessive experiments have been conducted on 11 software programs selected from
the NASA repository and AEEEM repository. Friedman’s rank test results show
that the proposed method using NSGA-II outperforms other state-of-the-art single-
objective methods for software defect prediction.

Keywords: Search-Based Software Engineering, software defect prediction, multi-
objective optimization algorithm, ranking method.

1. Introduction

Data quality [17], software metric, and classification algorithm are the main factors in
constructing a promising prediction model [27]. Thereby, many problems need to be ad-
dressed in the process of construction. Machine learning algorithm is the most popular
classification algorithm for SDP tasks, and it has a minimum requirement for the number
of training samples [8]. Because of the expensive efforts, the samples are difficult to be
collected in some systems, thus causing insufficient samples. Where engineers and re-
searchers use more metrics to collect information from software features, redundant and
irrelevant features can affect the efficiency of predictive models, leading to the curse of
dimensionality problems. In addition, the number of normal samples is much more than
the number of defective samples called the class imbalance problem. For this problem, Yu
et al. [33] propose two extended resampling strategies that effectively handle imbalanced
defect data to predict the number of defects.

Since SBSE was proposed by Harman [14], it has attracted more scholars and ad-
dressed the above problems in software defect prediction. A learning-to-rank method fits
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a linear classifier model to allow the data with insufficient samples problem. A feature
selection method solves the curse-of-dimensionality and class imbalance problem. Es-
pecially, a search-based optimization algorithm is employed to search optimal feature
subsets [25],[13], [24]. Although these approaches can address a single problem for SDP,
there are few methods for a complex problem which is consisted of the above problems.

Even though ensemble predictors like Random Forest, k-Nearest Neighbors, Support
Vector Machine, etc., are state-of-the-art for SDP tasks, these do not obtain a promising
performance on NASA datasets. In our previous work [15], the experimental results show
that the performance of these set predictors without the feature selection methods is quite
the same as that of random predictors. In other words, obtaining a promising SDP model
on NASA datasets is easier with other assist methods like feature selection. In addition,
some metrics like AUC [12], F-Measure, etc., are always used to evaluate the performance
of SDP models. However, fault-percentile-average (FPA) is frequently employed to esti-
mate the performance of SDP models in ranking tasks. In this study, two multi-objective
optimization algorithms are employed to obtain promising regression predictors in SDP
ranking tasks, optimizing the parameters of regression predictors and searching for an op-
timal feature subset. FPA is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods in
solving a complex problem, including insufficient samples, curse-of-dimensionality, and
class imbalance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: some related work is introduced
in Section 2. The details of the SBSE multi-objective ranking method are described in
Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental studies conducted on NASA datasets. Finally,
conclusions and future work are drawn in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

Software defect prediction is an important technique that can guide engineers to assign
limited resources to focus on probable defect-proneness [6]. SBSE is one of the most
popular approaches to improving the performance of SDP. Generally speaking, the rank-
ing method and feature selection using SBSE effectively solve different problems in SDP
tasks.

2.1. SBSE Ranking Method

The classification and ranking models are the two most frequently used prediction mod-
els. The goal of the ranking model is to predict an order of software modules based on
the predicted scores of each module, and the goal of the classification model is to pre-
dict whether a software module has a defect or not. Where there is an insufficient sample
problem, the ranking model is more efficient than the classification model in predicting
the defect-prone software modules. The ranking method is used to build a ranking model,
including the point-wise, pair-wise, and list-wise approaches. The SBSE ranking method,
called Learning-To-Rank (LTR), is one of the list-wise approaches that optimizes perfor-
mance measures to obtain a ranking model.

Yang et al. [29] first use CoDE to obtain the coefficients of the linear models instead
of classification models by least squares (LS) and use FPA to evaluate the ranking per-
formance. The experimental results on five data sets show that the proposed method is
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competitive with others ranking methods employing machine learning algorithms. Based
on this investigation, they improve their studies that a feature selection method InfoGain
is used to select a subset of metrics for the ranking task. Their empirical studies demon-
strate that the feature selection method is beneficial to obtain a linear model based on
data sets with large metrics [30]. However, the performance of the proposed LTR method
depends too much on the effectiveness of InfoGain.

Buchari et al. [4] propose a novel LTR approach using the Chaotic Gausspian Particle
Swarm Optimization algorithm (CGPSO) to optimize the ranking performance. Com-
pared with the LTR using CoDE, it improves the performance of FPA on most of the
eleven data sets. Peng et al. [20] propose the NABC algorithm to search the optimal co-
efficients of the linear models. It also obtains a better FPA than the LTR using CoDE.
An empirical study of the LTR method [32] compares 23 ranking algorithms on 41 data
sets from the PROMISE repository. In the comparison, the LTR method obtains the best
ranking performance. Li et al. [16] consider the SDP problem as multiple goals to be op-
timized so that the revised NSGA-II is used to optimize the ranking performance FPA and
prediction accuracy for the ranking task. The experimental results indicate that multiple-
objective optimization algorithms can further improve the performance of the LTR.

Based on these investigations, one can use the LTR method to improve the ranking
performance for SDP with insufficient samples. However, more research needs to be done
on addressing SDP alongside other problems using the LTR method.

2.2. SBSE Feature Selection Method

Various software metrics have been proposed to provide vital information for constructing
SDP models. Moser et al. [18] propose that adopting change metrics is more beneficial
for predictive performance than static code attributes. Bell et al. [3] propose to increase
the developer metrics to improve the prediction performance further. Choudhary et al. [7]
propose that mixed metrics are the best choice the more metrics used in the dataset, the
more serious the dimension problem. The SBSE feature selection method is an effective
approach to reducing redundant and irrelevant features. Additionally, it can be used to
search for an optimal feature subset to address class imbalance problems.

Balogun et al. [2] propose a study of performance analysis of feature selection meth-
ods using exhaustive and heuristic search. The performance of 7 search methods is eval-
uated using four classification algorithms on 5 data sets from the NASA repository. Al-
though using search methods for feature selection can effectively improve prediction ac-
curacy, the impact of the class imbalance problem on prediction performance cannot be
evaluated.

Turabieh et al. [26] provide a novel feature selection algorithm with a layered recur-
rent neural network for software fault prediction. Genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm
optimization (PSO), and ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms are randomly selected
to search for an optimal feature subset in each iteration. The results of performing 5-fold
cross-validation experiments on 19 data sets selected from the PROMISE repository us-
ing 20 metrics show that the proposed method improves the performance measure AUC
of the classification models.

Proposed by Balogun et al. [1], the performance of 13 SBSE feature selection meth-
ods is verified on 7 data sets. It can be concluded that feature selection based on the meta-
heuristic search methods outperforms others. An empirical study is shown by Nguyen
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et al. [19], because of the efficiency of swarm-based intelligence algorithms. These have
been embedded in feature selection to search for an optimal feature subset. Rostami et
al [21] showed more feature selection applications using swarm intelligence algorithms.

Based on the above investigations, the SBSE ranking methods enhance the perfor-
mance of ranking models with insufficient samples problem. The SBSE feature selec-
tion approaches improve the efficiency of the training process to obtain a classification
model by reducing redundant and irrelevant features. However, few studies consider the
complex problem, which contains insufficient samples, class imbalance, and curse-of-
dimensionality. Thereby, the issue is still an open question to be addressed. In this paper,
we propose a novel multi-objective learning-to-rank method using two multi-objective
optimization algorithms, which optimizes two objectives consisting of the optimal coef-
ficients of the linear model and the optimal features subsets. Besides, the 10-fold cross-
validation approach is used to verify the class imbalance problems.

3. Proposed Methodology

In this section, MSFFA [5] and NSGA-II [10] are employed to optimize the performance
of the ranking model based on some datasets with a complex problem. Minimizing the
size of feature subsets and maximizing FPA values are the two goals to achieve for com-
plex problems. Additionally, the 10-fold cross-validation method is employed for the class
imbalance problem. The 10-fold cross-validation makes little sense because splitting the
datasets into ten folds does not affect the class imbalance problem and may only deteri-
orate it further. In this case, if the SDP model achieves promising performance, it can be
shown that the adopted method solves well the class imbalance problem of SDP.

3.1. Optimization Algorithms

FA is an efficient swarm intelligence algorithm proposed by Yang [31]. In the search
space, due to the self-learning and self-organizing capability of the population, it can
effectively search for optimal solutions to objective functions by evaluating the fitness of
each firefly location. The pseudo-code of FA is expressed in Alg. 1.

To enhance the efficiency of FA, two strategies were proposed in our previous work,
including the multi-swarm strategy and the free strategy. While the multi-swarm strategy
reduces the redundant attractions, the free strategy guides the population to adaptively
change its state to balance the search ability between exploration and exploitation.

Each individual can update its position followed two status. In each interaction, where
the weakness firefly moves according to the FA rules shown in Equ. 1, the brightness
firefly follows free rules expressed in Equ. 2.

Xi(t+ 1) = xi(t) + β0e
(−γr2ij)(xj(t)− xi(t)) + αε (1)

Where γ stands for the light absorption coefficient, β0 expresses the attractiveness
when γ = 0, rij represents the Euclidean distance between the firefly i and the firefly j,
and xi(t) indicates the position of firefly i in tth iteration. α is a control parameter and ε
is a random vector in [0,1].

xi(t+ 1) = xi(t) + µ(
t+ 1

t
)timesi(xi(t)− xr) (2)
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Algorithm 1 Firefly Algorithm
Initialize population and generate N fireflies i, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , the maximum evaluations
MaxFEs;
while FEs ≤ MaxFEs do

for i=1 to N do
for j=1 to i do

if fitness(i) > fitness(j) then
Update the location of the firefly i and evaluate the fitness(i);

end if
end for

end for
Rank the fitness for all fireflies and find the best solution;
t=t+1;

end while
Output the optimal solution;

xi(t) represents the position of the current firefly, xr is the position of a firefly random
selected in the entire population, t is the tth iteration, µ is a random value between [0, 1],
timesi is the number of times that i has moved, the new position is xi(t+ 1).

NSGA-II is the other multi-objective algorithm used in this study. We use distribution
indexes of NSGA-II for crossover and mutation operators as 20, the crossover probability
is 0.9 and the mutation probability is 0.05. The pseudo-code of NSGA-II is expressed in
Alg.2

Algorithm 2 NSGA-II
Initialize: Set population size (number of solutions) to N , and randomly generate N solutions that
compose population P0. Sort the solutions in P0 using fast non-dominated sorting, and compute
the non-dominated rank value of each solution.
Evaluate the fitness of the multi-objective function for each solution, and sort the solutions in P0,
and compute the rank value of each solution. Set the generation number t = 0;
while t ≤ tmax do

Use binary tournament selection to select individuals from Pt for crossover and mutation to
generate the offspring population Qt;
Combine solutions in Pt and Qt to get Rt = Pt

⋃
Qt;

Sort Rt based on non-domination rank value and crowding distance, and select N elitist indi-
viduals to compose the new population Pt+1;
t=t+1;

end while
Return Pareto-optimal solutions in Pt+1;

3.2. Learning-to-rank method Using Multi-objective Optimization Algorithm

Once the features of a software module X are extracted by d metrics, it can be expressed
as

X = (x1, x2, · · · , xd) (3)
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The task of the proposed method is to predict the defect number of the module, which
can be denoted as f(X). We study a simple linear model which is good and realistic for
SDP proposed by Weyuker et al [28]:

f(X) = Σd
i=1aixi (4)

If the parameters ai is fixed, the prediction model is obtained.
Considering insufficient samples, we use optimization algorithms instead of machine

learning algorithms to optimize the parameters to obtain prediction models. Obtaining
an ordered list according to f(x) is not a good choice. We use FPA to evaluate the ob-
tained prediction models proposed by [28]. Different from other learning-to-rank methods
[29][30][20]), we add another task of the proposed method is to select more essential fea-
tures to improve the efficiency of the obtained prediction models. Once the performance
of the obtained prediction model is enhanced by reducing the redundant and irrelevant
features, the proposed method can also address the curse-of-dimensionality problem or
class imbalance problem.

A similar study proposed by Yang et al.[30] uses filter-based feature selection meth-
ods before training a prediction model. We know those wrapper-based feature selection
methods are more competitive than filter-based feature selection methods. We employ
a wrapper-based feature selection method using optimization algorithms to optimize the
goals of SDP for the feature selection task.

From the above goals of SDP for the ranking task, a multi-objective optimization algo-
rithm is used to obtain a promising prediction model addressing insufficient samples, class
imbalance, and curse-of-dimensionality. Therefore, two fitness functions are designed to
evaluate the performance of the prediction models obtained by the multi-objective opti-
mization algorithm. First, FPA is used to evaluate the ranking performance. The equation
of FPA is defined as Equ.5.

fFPA =
1

k
Σk

m=1

1

n
Σk

i=k−m+1ni (5)

Setting k as the modules number, f1, f2, ..., fk listed in an increasing order of pre-
dicted defect number, ni as the actual defect number of the modules i, and n = n1 + n2

+ ... + nk as the total number of defects. FPA is an average of the proportions of actual
defects in the top i predicted modules, the larger FPA, the better the performance.

Next, The ratio of selected features to total features is another fitness function shown
in Equ.6.

fratio =
S

T
(6)

S represents the number of selected features, T as the total number of features. The
solution representation is defined that the solution is encoded as a binary vector of length
equal to the total number of features shown in Fig. 1

In Fig. 1, N indicates the total number of features, and R is the selection threshold.
xi is a vector between 0 to 1, which indicates the index of the ith feature. So that one
optimization algorithm can search the index of the features to compose an optimal feature
subset. If the searched value xi is greater than R, the ith feature is selected so that yi is set
to 1. Otherwise, where the searched value xj is less than R, the jth feature is not selected
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Fig. 1. An example of a feature selection solution.

that yj is set to 0. R is set to 0.5 in this paper. Therefore, the smaller the ratio of selected
features, the more effective the ranking model is.

Additionally, the last task of the proposed method is to verify the class imbalance
problem, in which the 10-fold cross-validation method is employed. The 10-fold cross-
validation makes little sense because splitting the datasets into ten folds does not affect
the class imbalance problem and may only deteriorate it further. In this case, if the SDP
model achieves promising performance, it can be shown that the adopted method solves
well for the class imbalance problem of SDP.

3.3. Proposed Multi-Objective learning-to-rank Algorithm

This study uses MSFFA and NSGA-II as search techniques to obtain a set of Pareto-
optimal solutions for prediction models. The procedure of the proposed algorithm is
shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 2. The procedure of the proposed algorithm
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First, the 10-fold cross-validation method is used in the search process to obtain a fair
prediction model. Then, MSFFA and NSGA-II are employed to search for better solutions
for both fitness functions. Last, when the termination condition is reached, a set of Pareto-
optimal solutions are searched and saved. The average value of the best-level solutions is
computed and saved in experimental results. The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm
is shown in Alg.3.

Algorithm 3 Proposed Multi-Objective learning-to-rank Algorithm
Initialize: load data, set data-length to D, set population size (number of solutions) to N , and
randomly generate N solutions that compose population P0.
Using k-fold cross-validation method;
for k = 1: to 10 do

Evaluate the fitness of the multi-objective function for each solution, and sort the solutions in
P0, and compute the rank value of each solution. Set the generation number t = 0;
while FEs ≤MaxFEs do

Use MSFFA (NSGA-II) to search new solutions that compose population Qt;
Evaluate the fitness of the multi-objective function for each solution in Qt;
Combine solutions in Pt and Qt to get Rt = Pt

⋃
Qt;

Sort Rt based on non-domination rank value and crowding distance, and select N elitist
individuals to compose the new population Pt+1;
t=t+1;

end while
Return Pareto-optimal solutions in Pt+1;

end for

4. Experimental Result and Discussion

In the experiments, 11 software programs selected from NASA [22] and AEEEM [9] are
used to verify the performance of the proposed method for a complex problem. More
details of the programs are shown in Tab.1.

Table 1. The details of the programs selected from NASA datasets and AEEEM datasets

program features modules defective modules ratio
NASA PC1 40 1107 76 0.074

MC1 38 9466 68 0.007
MW1 39 403 31 0.077
JM1 21 10878 2102 0.193
CM1 37 327 42 0.128
KC1 21 2107 325 0.154

AEEEM Eclipse JDT Core 15 997 463 0.464
Eclipse PDE UI 15 1562 401 0.257
Equinox framework 15 439 279 0.636
Mylyn 15 2196 677 0.308
Apache Lucene 15 691 103 0.149

From Tab.1, it can be seen that not only a few samples can be used to train predic-
tion models, but also more metrics are used to extract software features for most software
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programs. Besides, the number of defective modules is far more than that of normal mod-
ules. Therefore, a complex problem may exist in most of the programs, that the proposed
approach’s performance can be evaluated by employing these software programs in this
study.

To investigate the efficiency of the proposed approach, four single objective learning-
to-rank algorithms are compared to build a ranking model for SDP, including CoDE,
NABC, PSO proposed by D’Ambros et al.[11], and BSO proposed by Shi et al.[23]. A
maximum of 1000 individual evaluations is the termination iteration condition for all
algorithms. To verify the performance of the proposed multi-objective ranking methods,
the 10-fold cross-validation method is employed to build ranking models on all datasets.
For each dataset, the samples are divided into ten equal parts, and one of them is selected
as the testing set in turn, and the remaining part is used as the training set to train a ranking
model.

All experiments are performed on a computer with Intel Core i7-8700 CPUS, MAT-
LAB language, and Windows 10 platform chosen for building the experimental environ-
ment.

The average of training FPA and the average of testing FPA are recorded in Table.2
and Table.3. From Table.2, one can see that the proposed multi-objective ranking methods
obtain the best performance of training FPA on 4 out of 11 data sets, and PSO obtains the
best performance of training FPA on the remaining data sets. In the Table.3, it shows that
the proposed methods provide the best testing FPA to ranking models on 7 out of 11 data
sets, and NABC receives the best performance of testing FPA on the remaining testing
data sets.

Table 2. The performance of FPA using CoDE, NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and
MOMSFFA in training data sets

Single-objective methods Proposed multi-objective methods
CoDE NABC PSO BSO NSGA-II MOMSFFA

PC1 0.5433 0.5422 0.5452 0.5443 0.5457 0.5413
MC1 0.8967 0.8956 0.9001 0.8971 0.8993 0.8945
MW1 0.5141 0.5133 0.5156 0.5141 0.5157 0.5127
JM1 0.7414 0.7378 0.7600 0.7426 0.7604 0.7169
CM1 0.7334 0.7316 0.7355 0.7336 0.7358 0.7321
KC1 0.7981 0.7986 0.8015 0.7980 0.7979 0.7927
jdt 0.8150 0.8200 0.8251 0.8210 0.7971 0.7885
pde 0.7590 0.7668 0.7787 0.7692 0.7575 0.7430
luce 0.8392 0.8494 0.8618 0.8468 0.8198 0.8110
equ 0.7799 0.7832 0.7911 0.7797 0.7880 0.7807

mylyn 0.7499 0.7744 0.7951 0.7581 0.6701 0.6021

Interestingly, both the best training FPA and the best testing FPA are obtained by the
proposed multi-objective ranking methods on six software programs selected from the
NASA repository. In other words, there may be a complex problem in these programs
that multi-objective ranking methods can improve the performance of FPA and reduce the
redundant features to enhance the efficiency of ranking models. Based on five programs
selected from the AEEEM repository, the single-objective ranking methods are superior
to the proposed multi-objective ranking methods. It is to say that reducing the number of
features is not beneficial to improve the performance of FPA on AEEEM data sets.
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Table 3. The performance of FPA using MOMSFFA, CoDE, NABC, PSO, BSO, and
NSGA-II in testing data sets

Single-objective methods Proposed multi-objective methods
CoDE NABC PSO BSO NSGA-II MOMSFFA

PC1 0.5439 0.5455 0.4875 0.5461 0.5479 0.5529
MC1 0.8914 0.8892 0.5789 0.8882 0.8951 0.8832
MW1 0.5265 0.5247 0.4970 0.5253 0.5280 0.5310
JM1 0.7213 0.7194 0.5972 0.7067 0.7401 0.7034
CM1 0.7335 0.7316 0.6448 0.7324 0.7411 0.7344
KC1 0.7931 0.7930 0.6291 0.7905 0.7986 0.7964
jdt 0.7992 0.8082 0.7537 0.7973 0.7771 0.7485
pde 0.7316 0.7474 0.7121 0.7438 0.7447 0.7284
luce 0.7982 0.8098 0.7662 0.7831 0.7802 0.7750
equ 0.7668 0.7652 0.6335 0.7682 0.7863 0.7752

mylyn 0.7460 0.7567 0.6874 0.6905 0.6674 0.6131

Additionally, the Friedman test is used in the significance test and employed in the
rank-sum test. In the proposed study, it is used to obtain the rank order of the competitors’
performance in SDP ranking tasks. Based on the numerical results of training FPA and
testing FPA, the average rankings of the competitors are shown in Table.4. One can see
that the proposed NSGA-II ranking method obtains the best performance to build ranking
models for SDP. Although the proposed MOMSFFA ranking method is inferior to all
single-objective ranking methods, the ranking models using MOMSFFA are more stable
than those with single-objective ranking methods.

Table 4. Average Rankings of the algorithms based on the experimental results of FPA
using Friedman test

Algorithm Ranking
CoDE 3.4318
NABC 3.3636
PSO 3.5455
BSO 3.3864

NSGA-II 2.5909
MOMSFFA 4.6818

To analyze the performance of these competitors in-depth, an intuitive comparison of
competitors in terms of FPA results can be seen that boxplots of the training FPA and the
testing FPA based on each program are shown in Fig.3− 13.

To comprehensively investigate the performance of the proposed multi-objective rank-
ing methods, the solutions of reducing features based on all data sets are recorded in Ta-
ble.5. One can see that the proposed multi-objective ranking methods reduce features on
all data sets. Thereby, the efficiency of building the ranking model is improved. Consider-
ing the performance of FPA, it can be concluded that the proposed multi-objective rank-
ing method can address the complex problem of most of the programs selected from the
NASA repository. The complex problem may not exist in the programs selected from the
AEEEM repository that the single objective ranking methods are superior to the proposed
approaches to improve the performance FPA of ranking models. However, sometimes
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All methods achieve similar FPA performance. Using NSGA-II is slightly better than other methods in the
training set and employing MOMSFFA slightly better than the other approaches in the testing set. The ranking

model obtained by PSO shows performance degradation in testing set. In other words, compared with
single-objective ranking methods, the proposed multi-objective ranking methods are beneficial to build a

ranking model based on PC1.

Fig. 3. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program PC1 using CoDE,
NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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The proposed multi-objective ranking methods are slightly better than CoDE and NABC both in the training
FPA and testing FPA, significantly better than BSO in training FPA, and superior to PSO in testing FPA. In

other words, compared with single-objective ranking methods, the proposed multi-objective ranking methods
are beneficial to build a ranking model based on KC1.

Fig. 4. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program KC1 using CoDE,
NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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The proposed NSGA-II ranking method obtains the best performance both in the training FPA and testing FPA.
Although the performance of the proposed MOMSFFA ranking method is inferior to that of the single

objective ranking methods in training FPA, it is similar to these in the testing FPA. In other words, compared
with single-objective ranking methods, the proposed ranking method using NSGA-II is beneficial to build a

ranking model based on MC1.

Fig. 5. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program MC1 using CoDE,
NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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The proposed multi-objective ranking methods are superior to CoDE, NABC, and BSO both in the training
FPA and testing FPA. Although the performance of the proposed MOMSFFA ranking method is similar to that

of PSO in training FPA, it is significantly better than PSO in testing FPA. In other words, compared with
single-objective ranking methods, the proposed MOMSFFA ranking method is beneficial to build a ranking

model based on MW1.

Fig. 6. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program MW1 using CoDE,
NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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The proposed NSGA-II ranking method obtains the best performance in training FPA and in testing FPA. It can
be concluded that compared with single-objective ranking methods, the proposed NSGA-II ranking method is

beneficial to build a ranking model based on CM1.

Fig. 7. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program CM1 using CoDE,
NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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The proposed NSGA-II ranking method is superior to CoDE, NABC, and BSO both in the training FPA and
testing FPA. Although the performance of the proposed NSGA-II ranking method is similar to that of PSO in

training FPA, it is significantly better than PSO in the testing FPA. In other words, compared with
single-objective ranking methods, the proposed NSGA-II ranking method is beneficial to build a ranking model

based on JM1.

Fig. 8. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program JM1 using CoDE,
NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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Where PSO obtains the best performance in the training FPA, NABC receives the best solutions in the testing
FPA. Although the proposed multi-objective ranking methods are inferior to all single objective approaches in
the training FPA and in the testing FPA, NSGA-II and MOMSFFA reduce the number of features from 15 to 4
and 2, respectively. In other words, where single objective methods can improve the ranking performance of

FPA on JDT, multi-objective algorithms can enhance the efficiency of building ranking models on JDT.

Fig. 9. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program Eclipse JDT Core
using CoDE, NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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Where PSO obtains the best performance in training FPA, NSGA-II receives the best solutions in testing FPA.
Considering the other objective that reducing the number of features, NSGA-II is the best choice to build a

ranking model on PDE.

Fig. 10. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program Eclipse PDE UI using
CoDE, NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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Where PSO obtains the best performance in training FPA, NABC receives the best solutions in testing FPA.
The performance of the proposed multi-objective ranking methods is inferior to that of all single-objective

approaches in training FPA but the performance of all methods is similar in testing FPA. In other words, the
proposed multi-objective ranking methods are more stable than single-objective algorithms on Apache Lucene.

Considering the other objective that mining the numbers of selected features, the proposed multi-objective
ranking methods are beneficial to build ranking models on Apache Lucene.

Fig. 11. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program Apache Lucene using
CoDE, NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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Where PSO obtains the best performance in training FPA but provides the worse performance in testing FPA,
NSGA-II receives similar solutions to PSO in training FPA but obtains the best solutions in testing FPA.

Considering the other objective that mining the numbers of selected features, the proposed NSGA-II ranking
method is beneficial to build ranking models on Equinox framework.

Fig. 12. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program Equinox framework
using CoDE, NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA
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Where PSO obtains the best performance in training FPA, NABC receives the best solutions in testing FPA. All
single-objective approaches are superior to the proposed multi-objective ranking methods in training FPA and
in testing FPA. In other words, single objective methods are beneficial to build ranking models to improve the

performance APF on Mylyn.

Fig. 13. The performance FPA of ranking models based on program Mylyn using CoDE,
NABC, PSO, BSO, NSGA-II, and MOMSFFA

feature selection is more important than using metrics that the proposed multi-objective
ranking methods can be used to enhance the efficiency of building the ranking models on
these datasets.

Additionally, The time cost of all competitors to build the ranking model is saved
in Table.6. One can see thoes single-objective ranking methods are superior to multi-
objective ranking methods on 8 programs. The proposed MOMSFFA ranking method is
more efficient on KC1, jdt, and pde. Considering the similar solutions of all competitors to
the complex problem of these 3 programs, MOMSFFA is the best choice to build ranking
models.

From the above experimental results, the advantage of each optimization algorithm
should be analyzed in the process of building ranking models. One can see that six styles
of evolutionary algorithms are used to optimize the ranking performance based on 11
software programs. Although PSO performs advantages of global search ability and con-
vergence to obtain better solutions to the training FPA on most of the AEEEM data sets,
it receives the worst ranking performance of testing FPA. It is to say that it is not a good
choice to use PSO to build ranking models based on these data sets. Considering the
performance of ranking models obtained by CoDE, NABC, and BSO, where NABC has
advantages of the global search ability to CoDE and BSO on AEEEM data sets, BSO
performs the best global search ability than CoDE and NABC on NASA data sets, NABC
obtains the best solutions on AEEEM data sets, and CoDE is superior to NABC and BSO
on convergence for most of data sets. Compared with the above single-objective rank-
ing methods, where NSGA-II has the advantage of global search ability on most NASA
data sets, MOMSFFA not only searches stable solutions to build ranking models for PC1
and MW1 but also converges fast for KC1, jdt, and pde. It can be concluded that where
CoDE is beneficial to reduce the time cost of building ranking models based on most
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Table 5. The experimental results of selected features used to build ranking models on all
data sets

Single-objective methods Proposed multi-objective methods
CoDE NABC PSO BSO NSGA-II MOMSFFA

PC1 40 40 40 40 6 13
MC1 38 38 38 38 5 14
MW1 39 39 39 39 5 13
JM1 21 21 21 21 2 5
CM1 37 37 37 37 5 12
KC1 21 21 21 21 2 5
jdt 15 15 15 15 1 5
pde 15 15 15 15 2 4
luce 15 15 15 15 2 3
equ 15 15 15 15 1 4
mylyn 15 15 15 15 2 3

Table 6. The time cost using MOMSFFA, CoDE, NABC, PSO, BSO, and NSGA-II

MOMSFFA CoDE NABC PSO BSO NSGA-II
PC1 37.8 36.2 39.7 37.4 36.8 37.9
MC1 2135 1671 2260 1968 1840 1842
MW1 11.7 7.1 8.6 8.2 9.8 7.5
JM1 2640 2164 2796 2605 2565 2407
CM1 6.1 5.5 5.6 5.3 5.8 5.7
KC1 100 108 111 112 107 110
jdt 27.9 29.3 30.7 29.2 29.8 34
pde 54.5 58.1 61.5 58.3 58.5 62.6
luce 16.6 15.5 15.9 15 15.8 16.7
equ 6.1 5.6 5.4 5.1 5.9 5.5

mylyn 86.9 79.8 83.5 77.8 78.8 87.2
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datasets, NABC is the best choice to build ranking models on AEEEM datasets, the pro-
posed multi-objective algorithms obtain the best performance of global search ability on
most of NASA data sets. The most important advantage of the proposed multi-objective
ranking method is that it enhances the efficiency of ranking models by reducing redundant
features. Thereby, the proposed multi-objective ranking methods can address the complex
problem in NASA data sets.

The performance of an SDP model mainly depends on the quality of the datasets. In
other words, where single-objective optimizers can obtain one goal in the SDP tasks,
multi-objective optimizers can archive multi-goals in the SDP tasks. However, if the
datasets have only one problem to solve, the performance of all the optimizers seems
the same. It is to say that the more problems in the dataset, the greater the performance
difference between the single-objective optimizer and the multi-objective optimizer.

5. Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss three validity threats to the experimental results of our work.
One threat to validity is that the proposed method may not obtain promising results on
other datasets. The metrics have the most impact on the ranking task for different datasets.
In other words, the metrics cause different effects on different datasets for SDP problems.
Another threat to validity is that all the compared methods are single-objective evolu-
tionary algorithms, which optimize a single goal on datasets for the ranking task. The
performance of those methods depends on the quality of the datasets. Generally speaking,
single-objective evolutionary algorithms obtain good performance on datasets with a sin-
gle problem and worse results on datasets with complex problems. It is the reason that the
proposed methods perform better than other competitors on NASA datasets and perform
worse than other competitors on AEEEM datasets. The last threat to validity is that we
use Friedman’s rank test to statistically analyze the six competitors and use FPA as the
evaluation measure. Our work can also use the Wilcoxon rank test and mean square error
(MSE).

6. Conclusion

In this study, two multi-objective ranking methods are proposed to address a complex
problem which is consisted of insufficient samples, curse-of-dimensionality, and class im-
balance. Compared with four single objective algorithms based on 11 software programs,
although learning-to-rank methods improve the ranking performance for SDP, curse-of-
dimensionality and class imbalance are ignored in building ranking models for software
defect prediction. Where the proposed multi-objective ranking methods are used to build
ranking models, the ranking performance of these ranking models is enhanced by se-
lecting the related feature subsets. In other words, the proposed multi-objective ranking
methods can address the complex problem of SDP.

The main reason for the outperformance of the proposed methods on NASA datasets
should be discussed. Where NASA uses 40 metrics to collect the information for pro-
grams, AEEEM employs only 15 metrics to dig the information for its software system.
In other words, as the number of metrics increases, the relationship between them and
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the performance of prediction methods becomes more complex. From our experimen-
tal results, feature selection methods always enhance the performance of the SDP tasks,
especially on datasets using a large number of metrics. However, the feature selection
methods have little impact on the SDP tasks of AEEEM datasets. One can see that the
proposed multi-objective ranking methods outperform single-objective ranking methods
in addressing complex problems in datasets. It can be concluded that the optimized goal
of reducing redundant and irrelevant features is effective for SDP tasks on datasets with a
large number of metrics, which is missed in ranking tasks using single-objective optimiza-
tion algorithms. In addition, NSGA-II and MSFFA win the best performance compared
with other single-objective optimization algorithms for most SDP ranking tasks. It is to
say that NSGA-II and MSFFA obtain a good balance between exploration and exploita-
tion to solve complex problems in SDP ranking tasks.

In the future, the performance of the proposed methods will be verified by more pub-
licly available datasets containing more features.
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